Paint (Size: 3 oz tubes minimum recommended) (the ones the instructor uses/recommends are in parenthesis) NOTE: If you cannot find those exact colors there’s no need to worry. If you get some variant of the base color (red, orange, yellow, green, purple, blue) you will be good.

Acrylic: (Size: 3 oz tubes minimum recommended, can get larger)
- White x2 (Titanium White)
- Black x2 (Mars Black)
- Brown (Burnt Umber)
- Red (Cadmium Red Medium Hue)
- Orange (Cadmium Orange Hue)
- Yellow (Cadmium Yellow Hue)
- Green (Permanent Green)
- Purple (Dioxazine Purple)
- Blue (Cerulean Blue Hue)

Oil (Size: 3 oz tubes) (Small, don’t need larger)
- red (Cadmium Red Medium Hue)
- yellow (Cadmium Yellow Hue)
- blue (Cerulean Blue Hue)

Brushes (NOTE: A value pack with several brushes in them works great.)
- Size: 1 inch and smaller in width
- Type: Any, I use cheap synthetic flat brushes
- Number of Brushes: Minimum of 5

Canvas: (NOTE: Art stores usually sell packages of several canvases on boards or wrapped in wood frames.)
- Size: 11”x14”, Number of Canvases: 6 (4 will be used and 2 will be extra if needed)

Other:
- Plastic paint knife: 1 (often comes with a package of brushes) also called “palette knife”
- Paper towels or rags
- Paint palette (can be disposable or reusable, paper plates can work as disposable palettes)